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Helpful seeding information 
Here are some factors to consider when seeding your lawn: 
• A seeded lawn requires two or more years of careful nurturing to 

reach maturity; observing this timeline correctly will limit your 
ability to use your lawn fully for outdoor activities. 

• August 15th through September 15th is the ideal time to seed.  
• Most new construction sites are left with very little, if any, top 

soil.  A seeded lawn will need at least three to four inches of top 
soil for a good seed bed. 

• Any incline in your yard has the ability to generate washouts 
during rainfalls that will ruin your grade and wash away your 
seed. 

• A seeded lawn will require additional fertilizer, water and weed 
control than a normal lawn maintenance schedule would 
suggest, adding to your bottom line. 

If you’re ready to dig in and grow your lawn from seed, the following 
steps will help you prepare for, and grow, a beautiful lawn.

Essential Elements to Consider 

• Seed to Soil Contact 
• Moisture 
• Soil Temperature 
• Soil Nutrients 

Proper planning and maintenance 
is crucial throughout the seeding, 
germination and early growth 
stages
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SEEDING

Step 1 
Seed to Soil Contact  
When planting a new lawn, the soil 
should be prepared to a depth of three 
to four inches with a rototiller. After 
tilling, rake thoroughly to level the soil 
and remove any rocks.  

Grass seed can be spread with the 
same equipment used to spread 
fertilizer, or by hand for small areas. 
Divide the seed in half. Spread one 
half walking north to south and the 
second east to west. This ensures even 
coverage. 

Lightly rake the seeded area (raking 
too hard will redistribute the seed and 
also plant it too deep). The 
recommended depth is 1/4 inch. 
Finally, roll the area. 

Step 2 
Soil Nutrients 
The grass seed itself has enough “food” 
or nutrients to germinate and send out 
a root. However, the reason the seed 
has sent out a root is in search of food, 
so it is important to maintain an 
adequate supply of nutrients at all 

times. It is recommended to use a 
starter fertilizer because starter 
fertilizer contains phosphorus which 
will stimulate optimal root growth and 
establishment. 

After your new lawn has been mowed 
three to four times, your maintenance 
schedule will now begin with a half 
rate of a standard mix fertilizer high in 
nitrogen. One-two months later, begin 
a regular scheduled fertility program 
and enjoy the benefits of a healthy 
lawn. 

Step 3  
Soil Moisture 
Mother Nature will hopefully aid you 
in keeping the new seed moist if your 
seeding in the spring or fall. However, 
you should plan to help. Improper 
watering is probably the biggest factor 
that causes new lawns to fail.  

For seeds to properly germinate evenly, 
the top layer of the soil must not be 
allowed to dry out. After planting, 
thoroughly saturate the lawn to almost 
puddling. After this point light and 
frequent sprinklings will be needed, 
the surface must not be allowed to dry 

out until the lawn is well established. If 
it is hot or windy, more frequent 
waterings will be needed. Once the 
lawn is long enough to mow, reduce 
your watering to once a week. 

Step 4 
Soil Temperatures 
Most cool season grasses germinate 
when the soil temperatures reach 
about 55 degrees. When seeding in the 
spring any seeding done prior to soil 
temperatures of 55 degrees will lay 
dormant until they reach this point.  

For fall seeding, seed no later than 
September 30 to ensure fall 
germination. Or not before November 
15 for a dormant seeding, the dormant 
seeding will lay idle until soil 
temperatures are consistent with 
germinating at the first available time 
frame that following spring. 


